[Grade of consistency existing in the grade of hepatic fibrosis calculated with the APRI and FORNS biochemistry indexes and transient elastography (Fibroscan in patients coinfected with HIV-HCV].
There are non-invasive diagnostic methods of liver fibrosis that are based on biochemical measurements (such as APRI or Forns) or on transient elastography. This study aims to compare the consistency between them in patients coinfected by the human immunodeficiency virus and the hepatitis C virus. An elastography, APRI and Forns were performed for 331 patients to evaluate the consistency between the advanced and low grades of fibrosis. The grades of consistency existing between them were calculated with the kappa coefficient. The grades of fibrosis calculated by APRI and by Forns provided intermediate results (51.1% and 54.7%, respectively), and these patients were not enrolled in the study. The consistency of the elastography in the advanced grade versus the APRI index was 65% and 75% for the Forns index. When the elastography obtained low grade calculations of fibrosis, the consistency with APRI was 80% and 82.2% with Forns Global consistency was 85.5% and with at least one biochemistry index of 72.1%. In the HIV and HCV coinfected patients, the use of the APRI and Forns biochemistry indexes to calculate grade of liver fibrosis does not successfully classify at least half of the patients. However, in the patients classified as having high or low fibrosis, the consistency between the calculations obtained by elastography and those derived from the APRI and Forns indexes is moderate to high.